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I want to print a 2 page document, but when I print, it prints on 4 pages (2 pages per page). This is the code I've used. Dim d As New XpsDocument() Dim d2
As New XpsDocument() d.AddPage() d2.AddPage() d.Print() d2.Print() I think the problem is the d2.AddPage() method. But I don't know what to change to
only print the 2 pages and not the 4. Any help is appreciated. Thanks! A: AddPage() is doing what it is designed to do; you're adding a new page. That's how

most of the document handling in XPS is done. To do what you want, you need to define your two pages as separate pages, like so: Dim d As New
XpsDocument() Dim d2 As New XpsDocument() Dim dPg As XpsPage = d.AddPage() Dim d2Pg As XpsPage = d2.AddPage() Dim dDoc As New

XpsDocument() dDoc.Pages.Add(dPg) dDoc.Pages.Add(d2Pg) d.Print() d2.Print() Note that I have to add the pages to the Documents collection as separate
items, then add those pages to the document. If you're running out of disk space, it's possible that's the source of the problem, although I don't think it is. Q:

How to decide whether a property is public or not, after all access modifiers have been stripped I have some Java code that I'm converting to C#, but the Java
code checks if a given class has a certain property, and if so, checks its access. This would be rather easy, and I could just check for the access modifier, but

there's another way of doing this in Java, by using reflections. If the access modifier was public, I could just do this: if (property.getPropertyType().isPublic()
But how can I check this in C#, which doesn't have access modifiers? A: As @billk says, you can't, because there isn't a way to discern between

public/protected/private. However, in C#, you do have the ability to do
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